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1. INTRODUCTION 
Exponential Euler splines which have been presented in [ 1 ] constitute a 
system of functions whose shapes are analogous to that of the integral ker- 
nel of the Fourier transform. It is well known that the exponential Euler 
splines converge to the kernel when their order approaches infinity [ 11. In 
the periodic case, it is also well known that they converge to Fourier 
orthonormal functions [ 1,2]. But orthonormality has not been discussed 
in the case where the order is finite. 
Legendre splines which have been presented in [3] constitute an 
orthonormal basis in a spline function space. But their shapes are not 
analogous to those of Fourier orthonormal functions. 
In this paper, we shall present a system of functions which constitutes an 
orthonormal basis in a space of periodic spline functions and converges to 
the system of Fourier orthonormal functions when the order approaches 
infinity. In Section 2, periodic B-spline functions and spaces of periodic 
spline functions are defined and their properties are discussed as the 
analogy of [4]. In Section 3, we shall give an orthonormal basis in the 
space of periodic spline functions and show that the orthonormal basis 
converges to the system of Fourier orthonormal functions when the order 
approaches infinity. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES FOR THE SPACE OF PERIODIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, spaces of periodic spline functions are formulated as the 
analogy of [4]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let T, N be a real number, a natural number, respec- 
tively. Then a periodic B-spline function of order m is defined as 
C$kXt) a f {sin(v/Wwp)m exp(%W), m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (1) 
p= --oo 
which has period T and knots interval T/N. 
The following recurrence formula is derived from (1) and the 
convolution theorem in the Fourier series expansion. 
PROPERTY 1. 
&kGY~) = :, 
L 
tE(-T/2N+qT, T/2N+qT), q=O, fl, k2 ,..., 
otherwise, (2) 
C;tioN(t) = (l/T) joT m& 4937, [Sj IC/oN(t - 7) d7, m = 2, 3, 4, . . . . (3) 
From (2) and (3), the periodic B-splines are expressed in the form of 
piecewise polynomials as follows. 
PROPERTY 2. 
c,“,$,“(t)=mT’-” 1 {(-l)‘/r!(m-r)!} 
y= --a, r=O 
x (t-((r-mm/2)/N+q) T}m+-I, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4) 
where 
(5) 
DEFINITION 2. We shall define the space of periodic spline functions of 
order m with period T and knots interval T/N as 
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where 
LB”1 &“(O p $, tioN(t - WV, l=O, 1, . . . . N- 1. (7) 
The inner product of two elements f, g E mdN is defined as follows: 
(J g) ii (l/T) fob) g(t) dt. (8) 
As the analogy of Eq. (1.19) [l, p. 613, the inner products of periodic 
B-splines are obtained as follows. 
PROPERTY 3. 
&e”lti& ‘jti;)= :$C’Wr4) T/N), I,, 12=0, 1, . . . . N- 1. (9) 
3. AN ORTHONORMAL BASIS IN THE SPACE OF 
PERIODIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we shall present an orthonormal basis in the space of 
periodic spline functions and show that the basis converges to the system of 
Fourier orthonormal functions when the order approaches infinity. 
The following theorem gives an orthonormal basis in the space of 
periodic spline functions: 
THEOREM 1. Functions { Co;tjF}F:J which are defined by 
N-l 
coy+kN 42 YHkH )-‘/‘( l/N) c exp(i2&/N) t& I# 
I=0 
(10) 
yield an orthogonal basis in m ciN, where 
“Hf e f {sin(nk/N)/z(k+pN)j2”, k = 0, 1, . ..) N-l. (11) 
D= -cc 
Proof: Obviously the functions { t&$/}~:,’ yield a basis in mdN. Let us 
calculate inner products of any two functions in { toy $F}r:,i to prove their 
orthonormality: 
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(12) 
Making use of (9), we arrange the latter part of (12) as follows, 
N-1 N-l 
,,so ,C, evWU&, -~2k2YN)(c,m,+& $&) 
2 
N-1 N-l 
x ,c, exp(-i2~k241N) &‘#X TIN) 
i I 
(I, 4 12 -I,) 
3 
N-l 
= Ndk, - ks 1 ev( - Q~k241W cz v%‘(h TIN), (13) 
1, = 0 
where 
s,n ’ 
i 
(k = 01, 
0 (k # 0). 
Let b(t) denote Dirac’s delta function of t. Then the following equation 
holds good from the convolution theorem in the Fourier series expansion 
and (1): 
N-l 
Ndk, - k2 c exP( - i2nk2 b/N) t$ $:(I3 TIN) 
(3 =o 
=N6,,-,,(l/T)jTexp(-i2nk21/T) tGt,hgN(f) TNflh(t--13T/N) dt 
0 I, = 0 
=Ndk,-k, ,~~{(lir,~oT(T~~~~~~-~~,i,))ex~(-i2~~~liT)dlj 
3 
,‘,m,t,b$(t) exp( -Rlt(k, -p) t/T) dt 
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= N&c-,, f iNf’ exp( -i2npl,/N) {sin(k(k, -p)/N)/n(k, -P)}‘~ 
p= -02 lj =o 
=Ndk,ek2 f {Nd pmodN}{sin(~(k2-p)/N)/7c(k2-p)}2” 
p= -02 
= N*6,, - k2 pcEm (sin(~k21N)l~(k2-pN)}*” 
= N*&, _ kl “H;. (14) 
Substituting (13) and (14) for (12), we have 
From the above, the functions { to,$c}f:d yield an orthonormal basis 
in mdN. Q.E.D. 
Now we shall consider that { rFI$,)~= --oo denote the system of Fourier 
orthonormal functions, i.e., 
cF1 e,(t) A exp(i2nWh r=O, fl, +2 ,.... (16) 
Then the inner products of the orthonormal basis in a space of periodic 
spline functions with the Fourier are obtained as the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. 
Cc,“,$,“, CFItir) = (mHkN)~1’2{sin(~r/N)/~r~“~~~-~~~,~~~ 
k = 0, 1, . ..) N- 1; r=O, +l, f2, . . . . (17) 
Proof: Substituting (lo), (ll), and (16) for (8), we have 
(c&G CFl$r) 
N-l 
I=0 
N-l 
= (mHr)- ‘I*{ sin(nr/N)/nr)“( l/N) c exp(i2nl(k - r)/N) 
I=0 
= (“Hc)-1’2 {sin(?rr/N)/ar}’ ~~k-,.~modN. (Q.E.D.) 
The following theorem shows an extremum property of the orthonormal 
basis in ,,,dN when m approaches infinity. 
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THEOREM 3. When m approaches infinity, 
(18) 
Proof: Substituting (11) for (17), we have 
= 2 {sin(ak/N)/n(k +pN)}*” -l/*x {sin(nr/N)/nr}” 6Ck-r)mod,,,, 
p= --co I 
k = 0, 1, . . . . N-l; r=k+qN. (19) 
Since (19) is nonzero if and only if (k-r) mod N= 0, let us consider this 
case and assume r = k+qN (q=O, f 1, &2, . ..). Then (19) yields 
([o;G CF&) 
= f ((k + qN)/(k +pN))*” -I’* sgn[ {sin(nr/N)/lrr}“], 
p= --co I 
k = 0, 1, . . . . N-l; r=k+qN (q=O, +l, +2 ,... ). (20) 
We define “‘Hi” as 
“H;” b f ((k+qN)/(k+pN))2m 
p= -cc 
(21) 
and study its behavior when m approaches infinity. Put p’ 4 p-q. Then 
we have 
mH;N = f ((k + qN)/(k + p’N + qN))*” 
p’= -a 
= f (r/(r+p’N)Ym 
pf= -a 
= 1 + (2r/N)*” 5 { (2r/N+ 2p’)-2m + (2r/N- 2p’)-2m}. (22) 
p’= 1 
Case 1. Jr( > N/2. Since it obviously holds good that 
,, ((2r,N+ 2pJ)-2m + (2rlN-2p’)-2”) a l’ 
(23) 
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“‘HiN approaches infinity when m tends to infinity. This gives that 
(c,mlvQkNT CFltir)+O (m+ a). 
Case 2. /r-l < N/2. Expression {(2r/N+2p’)-2’“+(2r/N-2p’)-2”) is a 
convex function of r in the domain Irl < N/2 and has its maximum value at 
r = f N/2. Then it holds good, when Irl <N/2, that 
$, ((2r/N+2p’)-*“+ (2r/N-2p’)-*“} 
<,, {(1+2p’)-*“+(l -2p’)-2m} 
=-1+2 f (2p’-1))2” 
p’= I
<-1+2 F (2p’-1)-2 
p’= I
= ( 712 - 4)/4. (24) 
Therefore, “‘HLN converges to 1 when m approaches infinity. Paying atten- 
tion to { sin(zr/N)/zr }” > 0 for Irl < N/2, we have 
([$f% CFlh)+G(k--r)modN (m+co). 
From the above, Theorem 3 holds good. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. In the case that N is odd, when m approaches infinity, it 
holds good that 
[c$@ + 
C&k, k = 0, 1, . . . . (N- 1)/2, 
[F&k- NY k= (N+ 1)/2, . . . . N- 1. 
(25) 
4. PHYSICAL MEANING OF THE ORTHONORMAL BASIS 
Corollary 1 shows that the orthonormal basis in ,,,dN converges to the 
system of Fourier orthonormal functions when the order approaches 
infinity if the dimension N is odd. We may say that the orthonormal basis 
introduces some physical concept like the harmonic frequency into a space 
of periodic spline functions. We shall call such concept “fluency.” 
Convergence in the case of even dimension is left for further investigation 
in the future. 
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